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CO2 PicnicTap® 
 

A BIG DAY OUT, a BIG WEEKEND, a BIG PARTY 

The guests are all beer drinkers, so how do I satisfy their thirst. 
 

Get a keg or half-keg, cool it and “pump it”. 

A NICE COLD “DRAFT BEER”  is very satisfying, but you usually have 
to be in a “pub” or hotel to get this service, right! … WRONG.  

Leland Gas Technologies now bring to sports fans or indeed any party 
goers the ability to “pump” their favourite Draft Beer with CO2 whenever 
and wherever they are having fun; all in a single compact portable 
unit…the Leland CO2 PicnicTap® .  

This all-in-one unit attaches to all keg sizes and gets you “Pumping Beer” in seconds, using pure 
beverage grade CO2.  

Keg beer doesn't have preservatives, so pushing air into it with a hand pump only forces out the 
carbonation making it go flat in no time.   Air also contains bacteria that tend to ruin the beer.  

Almost every bar uses CO2 to dispense Draft Beer and since Leland made CO2 cylinders and 
regulators, this portable drafting product was born. 

The unique feature of this “Beer Dispenser” is the regulator. 
Its single point adjustment is built right into the unit.   There is no complicated set up. 
 
After fitting the CO2 PicnicTap® , all you do is screw in a CO2 TapGas® cylinder, open the tap 
and enjoy the best tasting draft beer you ever had. 
The amount of “HEAD on the beer” can be changed by adjusting the pressure using the single 
point adjustment knob on the regulator.   A built-in calibrated pressure gauge is provided so you 
know what the setting is and easily repeat the experience at another time. 

One-(1) CO2 TapGas® cylinder is enough to preserve and push out a half keg when the beer is 
warm; however when it is cold, you will probably need two-(2) cylinders because CO2 doesn't 
expand as much when the beer is cold. 
 
Even so, there’s nothing worse than a flat glass of beer and with the Leland CO2 PicnicTap® 
assembly being used that just won't happen.   No wasted beer and the party will go on long after 
the event is finished.   Others sure will be envious once they see your set up. 

The CO2 TapGas® cylinders are easy to order in bulk (it is the cheapest way); plus they won’t 
“go off” or “go bad” in storage; assuming they are stored in a cool, dry place. 
 
We can arrange shipments of the equipment and the consumable cylinders to wherever you live 
via any courier of your choice or by using the mail system or our transport providers. 

When supplied new, the entire Leland CO2 PicnicTap® comes in a “Grab-n-Go” suitcase 
fully assembled with two-(2) CO2 TapGas® cylinders at a very affordable price. 

Just give us a call and get your party started -- w herever you might be. 


